But Do You Really
leed an Econom ist?
By Howard A. Kapp
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Determination of "Present Value"

- Future Interest VB.Future
Inflation

The determination of the value of future
losses,which is solely the function of the
economist, requires an adjustment - almost always a reduction - to "present
value." The theory is that, if plaintiff were
to be awarded the absolute value of a
future loss, that would be a windfall since
the awarded sum could be placed in a
conservative (no or little risk) investment
(commonly U.S. government securities;
see,e.g.. Niles v. City of San Rafael ( 1974)
42 Ca1.App.3d 230.243-244) and generate interest. The anticipated future conservatively-generated interest represents the
"windfall,"
In fact, deducting or "backing out" the
anticipated future interest is only the first
step in determining the presentcompensation due plaintiff, i.e., its present value.
While defense lawyers love to talk ofthis
future interest as "present value," that is
just not so. To determine the true present
value. or "net discount rate," you must
counter the increase of future dollars
through interest with the loss of value due
to inflation. Future interest alone can radically reduce the plaintiffs recovery for
future losses; the inexperienced or uninitiated counsel doesn't even seethe sleight
of hand.
In fact, present value must be determined by a "net discount rate" which,like
"net income" is more accurate and useful
(and legally required) than "gross income."
You need both sides of the equation to
generatea number useful to ajury, that is,
the present value of the loss.
In the most straightforward C1!5e (i.e., a
wage-earner with an established and perfectly stable work history), the net discount rate involves knowledge uniquely
within the expertise of economists. I (Niles
v. CiryofSan Rafael,supra, 42Cal.App.3d
at p. 242-244.) By definition, this is the
product of macro economics and not the
individual plaintiff:
1. The imputed interest rate (which the
defense loves since it always, by definition, reducesplaintiff's future recovery);
2. Inflation (which always increases the
amount needed to insure that future
dollars to be awarded match the
presentdollars to be awarded). This is
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the flip side of interest, which adds
value to conservatively-invested
money, as inflation always depreciates
value over time (except in the rare instance of deflation. a situation which
always and only corresponds to an historic-level depression).
There are reliable and current governmental and publicly-available resources
which track both interest rates (available
from the Treasury, since U.S. government
securities are generally used as conservative investment for legal purposes) and
inflation (available from the Labor Department). Anyone with access to the
Internet can quickly detennine these factors, in the past.
All economists, more or less, rely upon
past general economic perfonnance and
other statistics (e.g., life and work life
statistics) to project future economic activity. Their projections, of course, are
frequently at odds with each other even
though the logic of their assumptions may
appear to be internally valid.2 Nonetheless,only an economist can opine, or should
be allowed to opine, on future economic
activity, including future interest rates and
inflation even though the crystal ball is
hardly a reliable predictor.
Any economist, or indeed student of
modern history, can quickly sunnise that
these numbers are subject to easy manipulation. Interest and inflation rates radically .fluctuate over time; compare the
inflation rates during the Clinton and
Carter years. By selecting the years and
sources to be included in the very first
level of analysis, the economist can manipulate the outcome (i.e., the present
value) to favor the side that hired them.
This assumption frequently is casually
presented in some footnote to the report as
if the use of this period of years or source
was generally accepted or beyond dispute. In truth, this is the most common
source of number manipulation by economists: they hide the truly biased assumptions from uninformed adverse counselor
jurors. After all, the seemingly benign
decisions to use inflation numbers covering 5 or 10 or 20 years, or to use this
inflation index or bank rate, may seem to
be unimportant or preordained, but this is
nothing more than sleight of hand, a follow-the-hidden-ball trick.
Nonetheless, modern economic history
(and elementary common sense)hasshown

that there is a historic link betweenthe rate
of interest and its opposite twin, inflation.
In other words, it has been generally true
that the higher the inflation rate,the higher
the interest rate. Remember: both ofthese
rates must be considered in determining
the fair reduction of plaintiff s future losses
to present dollars, and they largely offset
each other.
The combined result of this offset is
called the "net discount rate." Historically, most economists would agree that
net discount rate has been roughly 1%,
meaning, in lay terms, that a conservative
interest-bearing investment should generally generate interest of I % annually over
the inflation rate. Thus. for example, a
projected loss oUI 0,000 next year should
be reduced by I % or $100 to $9900.
(Since the reduction compounds, the second year reduction will be $99, that is. to
$9801.)
Oddly, the "Present Value Table," supplied with BAJI as Appendix B. supplies
numbers for the jury beginning at 3%,
which is a number having no historical
basis. (The numbers on the damage itself
are the indisputable results of basic mathematical computation. as demonstrated
above.) Ifused, a 3% discount rate would
radically understate the plaintiffs damages. Thus, this table is totally uselessand
suppplying the table to the jury should
constitute reversible error. Perhaps, one
day, the BAlI committee will substitute a
chart beginning at a rate of one-half or one
percent, which would be useful.
An unbiased economist must use the
same net discount rate no matter the circumstances of the projection; any variation from this, no matter how well-explained, is an invitation to bias. In fact, if
counsel has recent prior testimony from
an economist (and a cadre of theseprofessional experts testify a lot) using a different net discount rate, the testimony is not
only presumably biased and manipulated,
but may be excludable on the grounds that
it lacks a reasonable scientific basis.

The netdiscountratemustnevervary
according to the party status of the hiring
side; this is one reason why some economists limit themselves to one side. It is
better to be attacked as being party-affiliated than to be shown to be an obvious
manipulator of supposedly fixed numbers.
The beauty, from a trial standpoint, of
jumping right to the net discount rate is
("""'
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the economist is not required to prognosticate individually as to future inflation and interest rates which individually
may have little credibility in lay jurors'
eyes; many lay people recognize that long
term projection of money rates is as unreliable and non-scientific as palmistry.
Moreover, such individual projections
require a graduate thesis to explain, and
even then are subject to legitimate attack,
if not ridicule, as non-scientific nonsense:
If you really had a good formula to project
these future rates, you wouldn't need to
testify for a living. Any competent crossexaminer ought to be able to convince the
jury that such an economist has little credthat

ibility.
Thus. many experiencedforensic economists will attempt to avoid this confusion
by explaining the component.. of net discount rate (future interest vs. inflation).
explain why they can be ignored for the
purposes of the present value determination. and go into the meat of their testimony. This itself is potentially dangerous
in the hands of a talented cross-examiner
or an expert-weary judge.
The mathematical problem. using multiple years and a multiple of equations.
quickJy becomestedious. Nonetheless.this
is a problem that a diligent algebra student
should be able to solve using an ordinary
calculator and lots of time; forensiceconomists. however. use boilerplate computer
spreadsheetswith these formulae already
programmed in by themselves or by another programmer.
Invariably. the compounding affect of
the net discount rate is demonstrated by a
multi-column table generated by a modern spreadsheetprogram for each relevant
succeeding year. Yet. even at this stage.
the numbersmay be manipulated by changing some of the assumptions. e.g.. the
projectedearningsor benefits. Commonly.
a defense economist will omit benefits
(which should be around 15%) or other
"unproven" assumptions. such as promotions. bonuses.or change in career path to
which the jury has already been exposed.
This table requires (usually) at least 4
more columns for an ordinary wage loss
projection: (I) the anticipated future lost
base salary in current dollars. (2) the
anticipated future lost benefits (usually
around 15% of the lost base salary) in
current dollars. (3) the present value of
the lost earnings (i.e.. the net discount rate

for that year multiplied by the lost base
salary) and, of course, (4) the present
value calculation of lost benefits. The
third and fourth columns. simply represent the results of a mathematical formula
which is programmed into the economist's
spreadsheet.Each ofthese individual columns are totaled on the last rowand,
usually, double-underlined; this represents, literally, the bottom line. These
otherwise onerous calculations are a perfect use of a computer but may give the
economist an aura of mathematical objectivity and precision.

Although They May Be Required
in Some Cases, Present Value
Determinations Never Help the
Plaintiff
I return to the basic legal theory that
underlies the present value determination:
the defense wants it to reduce the value of
plaintiff s future losses. Remember this
when it comes time to designate experts.
There are two times when an economist
should be considered by plaintiff.
First. when the plaintiff has no meaningful earnings track record. it is necessary to have an economist (particularly
one with training in labor economics) to
opine on the statistically-probable future
earnings. It is necessarily "part of the
package" that the economist will present
the future losses with the reduction for
present value; this is the price of obtaining
the valuable wage loss projection.
Second. if the defense designates an
economist. the plaintiff is virtually compelled to supplementally designate an
economist.
(See Code Civ. Proc.
§ 2034(h).) Remember when you are doing a supplemental designation that the 20
days limitation is NOT extended for mailing. (See Weil & Brown. California Practice Guide I Civil Procedure Before Trial.
"Discovery'" 8: 1687.) While the economist can. and invariably will. provide you
with more extensive testimony. the real
motivation is solely to keep the defense
economist honest.
For example. defense economists may
opine that the net discount rate is higher
than 1% (which lowers the plaintiffs recovery. of course) and. without a plaintiff
economist to rein in the most aggressive
opinions. the rate will go higher stilL)
Moreover. economic testimony. while dry

and routine. can. in the hands of a knowledgeable examiner (or cross-examiner)
be presented either as scientific gospel or
pseudo-science; you simply cannot let
defense counsel and their expert run all
over the truth. Unchallenged economic
testimony can undermine a damagescase.
costing the plaintiff thousands. or tens of
thousands. of dollars.
In addition to the unnecessarycost and
recovery-reducing effect of an unnecessary economic expert. there is the undeniable chance that a competent defense attorney can impeach your economist expert so badly that your credibility itself is
at risk.
There is an "unavoidable" problem. for
example. of projections of future actual
dollar losses. Consider. for example. the
projection of the lifetime cost of care for a
severely damaged infant. No one. these
days. would be surprised at a cost of
$15.000 per year for a half-time vocational nurse to provide respite care to the
parents. However. if such a figure were to
be provided as a projection for the year
2000 to a jury. say. in 1960. such an
amount would be regarded as outrageous
and absurd. The credibility of the presenting attorney. no matter how hard you
explain the anticipated impact of inflation. will lose credibility. Likewise. future economic projections. especially decades in the future. always look ridiculous. Even when the column of actual
future dollars is omitted as "irrelevant"
(and inherently inflammatory). experienced defense counsel will ask the economist to pull out their calculator or records
and give the jury these numbers. Unless
the judge is experienced in these matters.
and attuned to the inflammatory and misleading nature of such information. the
information will come out. Moreover. the
situation is now worse. since opposing
counsel "exposed" the "ridiculous" assumptions of your expert.
Finally. whenever the case is large
enough to require economic testimony.
you must carefully evaluate your own
ability to articulate these matters (which.
in fact. are as simple in concept as they are
complex in application) and deal with the
unavoidable dangers at trial. If you have
not used an economist before. you should
consider a long (read: expensive) educational meeting with the expert. talking
(continued on paRe 2/)
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strongernegotiatingposition.How is this
so? Most plaintiff attorneys/firms are
evaluatedby insurancecarriers on the
depthof their financial ability to litigate.
A plaintiff attorneyknown to havedepth
of funding and an ability to use it effectively might consistently expect fairer
settlements.Real strength,including financialstrength,doesn't always needto
be usedin order to be felt. Perhapsmost
importantly,risk can be sharedwith the
non-recoursefunder, allowing an attorney to be moreconfidentand aggressive
in pursuingclient settlements.

Attorneys and Plaintiffs Better
Served
Striking examples illustrate the value of
non-recourse funding. John. a 22-yearold auto accident victim. needed $5.000
for surgery. Without the surgery. which
would help to identify further physical
damage and the full extent of the defendant's liability. his case was expected to
settle for only $7.000. With the surgery. a
settlement of $40.000 was anticipated. A
non-recourse funder advanced the funds
for the surgery. The case settled for

Economist
(continued/rompage 19)
with a more experienced litigator (usually
at no expense) and/or associating that experienced litigator, Many very smart lawyers may simply not be able to grapple
with the mathematical concepts underlying the "Dismal Science,"

Conclusion
Multi-year economic projections, while
required by law in some cases,are largely
speculative, non-scientific and inherently
biased by a number of factors, both seen
(e.g., an economist's affiliation with the
defense or plaintiffs side) and unseen
(e.g., the expert's personal political beliefs and school of trainig), which, in
combination, can undermine the credibility of the opinion. The longer the projection, the more voodoo. Indeed, if anyone
really could accurately project long term
economic rates, that person would eventually gather all of the the investment
wealth of the earth.

$40.000.and John received two-thirds of
$40.000 rather than two-thirds of $7.000.
One married couple. Jamesand Annette.
were driving on the interstate near Santa
Barbara when a construction vehicle pulled
out of the center median directl y into their
path. The impact sent their compact car
across several lanes of traffic and into a
light pole. James' knee was seriously injured when it was crushed into the dashboard. and Annette received faciallacerations. Nine months after the incident. with
the insurer playing hardball. the couple
was in dire financial straits and pressed
their attorney to advance them money or
to immediately settle the claim. The attorney. who felt the insurers' offer was inadequate for the damages sustained, approached a non-recourse funder. An advance was provided to the couple, which
enabled the case to go forward. Four
months later. the parties reached a sixfigure settlement.
In another case. an Orange County attorney represented a mother and son who
were injured in an auto accident. The
attorney needed an additional $5.000 to
hire an expert witness who would attest to
psychological damages sustained by the

son. With funds in hand to hire this expert.
the case was adjudicated for over $75.000
- more than three times the initial sum
offered.

A Creative Solution
When facing powerful corporate defendants, the scales of justice are occasionally weighted by capital resources rather
than by the merits ofa case.Without ready
capital, a plaintiff attorney can easily be at
a disadvantage serving clients. Even winning attorneys with strong casescan find
themselves involved in simple tests of
financial resources.
In recent years, fewer personal injury
claims are being settled out of court. Instead,many just claims are now challenged
simply as a matter of corporate policy.
Non-recourse litigation funding can help
attorneys "swim the length and the depth of
the pool" by offering a creative alternative
to truly deserving plaintiffs.
In today's climate, plaintiff attorneys
need this financial edge. Non-recourse
litigation funding, properly used,can help
attorneys maximize returns while mini-

mizing
risks.

That is not to say that accountants do not

A plaintiff s economic damages can be
of tremendous importance. Juries, of
course, can and do give great weight to
bona fide "hard" economic losses, and
will invariably associate higher general
damages with such claims. In some cases
- most notably MICRA-limited medical
malpractice cases - economic damages,
which may be relatively easy to prove,
may be the bulk of the probable recovery.
Consider, then, in selecting your experts, whether you really need an economist and, if so, carefully consider the risks
and costs of your calculated decision and

planyourtrial strategyaccordingly. .
I Someaccountantsand other financial professionalsclaim expertisein thesematters.
Such claims are usually unfounded. Accountants.for example,are not trained in
makingprojt!ctions of future economicactivity, growth, labor markets,etc.
A given accountantmay have specialized training in labor economicsor another
relevantfield, but theaccountantis no more
qualified to opine on future economic activity than most attorneyswould be qualified to opine on the exact date that the sun
will go nova.

.

havea potential role in litigation; however,
that role, the proper role of a forensicaccountant,is to determinepast grossandnet
income. In many cases,the plaintiff's past
earningsareeasilydetermined(e.g.,a wage
earnerwhoseemployerkeptgoodrecords);
however, there are somecaseswhere the
accountantis vital, e.g., where the plaintiff's lost income came from a poorly-organizedor -documentedcashbusinesswith
opportunities to over- or under-estimate
income dependingon the setting and the
earner's presumedself-interest.
2

One trick economistsusedin the yearsfollowing the inflationary "Caner years"was
to lengthenor shonen the numberof past
yearsto be considered.Thus. for example,
if you wanted to project higher inflation
numbers.the economistwould incorporate
the "Carter years."
Economic experts frequently are aware !bat
their former testimony and/or reports can
be used to impeach them later. Thus, at least
among those economists who seek both
plaintiff and defense business, !beir opinions on the macro economic issues should
be !be same. Of course, !bey can always
make different assumptions as to the
plaintiff's earnings potential, which is simply supplied to them by counsel.

